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Album Images from Asuka

Our Wedding Albums
After a ton of research into the best
album suppliers in the world, the main
albums I supply are from Asuka, Folio, and
Queensberry. After investing your time and
money in capturing the best possible images
of your wedding day we really believe in
showing them off in the best possible way
- something that will last for generations
to come. All my albums are professionally
designed and printed to a very high
standard, much better than the DIY options
available, unfortunately this means they are
slightly more expensive!

The cost generally varies by supplier, size,
number of pages, and cover style. Some
manufacturers also do matching parents
albums. I find a thirty page album is a good
starting point (50–80 images) but some will
want more.
I want to produce an album that is perfect
for the needs, budget and style of every
client some of the options can get a bit
complicated so please get in touch if there
is anything you are looking for which isn’t
mentioned.

Asuka Presentation Book
Our standard wedding package now includes a Asuka DVD or
USB presentation case with a small 6 page booklet featuring
a few of your favourite photos. The included DVD/USB has a
slideshow of all the images set to your favourite music plus all of
the final images in high resolution for you to use as you wish.

EXAMPLE COST
DVD Presentation Book + Case

£95*

USB Upgrade

+ £30

* when not included in package

Folio Albums
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Folio albums are UK made, manufactured from sustainable sources and of a very high quality. The pages are printed on a
high quality fine art card, slightly thinner than Asuka or Queensberry. Pages also lay flat and can be printed across the gutter.

Asuka Albums
I recommend the NeoClassic Flush Mount style book. It has thicker, board type pages that lay flat with no gutter
down the middle. The book comes with a slide in presentation case. Asuka books are produced in Japan.
COVER OPTIONS

EXAMPLE COST

Designed photographic cover with matt or
gloss laminate

10x10 inch, 30 pages, material/leather cover

or

Upgrade to 40 pages (include more photos)

Material, animal friendly leather embossed
with your names in gold or silver

No parent album option

View cover colours options and more at
asukabook.co.uk/products/neoclassic.html

Upgrade to 12x12 inch

* The album has a DVD placeholder within it. If your
package includes the Asuka DVD Presentation case +
booklet you can choose to substitute it for this product.
This would take £95 off the total album cost.

£430
+ £50
+ £125

COVER OPTIONS

EXAMPLE COST

Contempory leather or colour cotton as standard
on main albums, embossed with your names

10x10 inch, 30 pages, cotton or contemporary cover 		

or

Add 2 pages		

+ £15

Silk, eco or vintage leather or photo cotton cover,
embossed with your names 		
+ £40

Designer Canvas Bag		

+ £25

Parents album covers only available in canvas,
engraved with your names

6x6 inch 30 page duplicate parents album

View cover colours options and more at
folioalbums.com/products/photo-albums/the-details/

£380

Upgrade to 12x12 inch		 + £50

Bamboo Album Box		 + £150
£100

* This album has a matching DVD case as an optional extra. If your
package includes the Asuka DVD Presentation case + booklet you can
choose to substitute it for this product, taking £60 off the total album cost.

Queensberry Pressbook Albums

EXAMPLE COST
10x10 inch, 30 pages, standard covers
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£400

Upgrade to 12x12”

+ £60

Add 2 pages

+ £15

Add translucent page (for text / quotes etc..)

+ £10

5 x 5 inch 30 page duplicate parents album

£110

7 x 7 inch 30 page duplicate parents album

£150

Queensberry are probably the world’s leading album supplier and are manufactured in Australia. Pressbook albums have
thinner fine art paper pages that don’t lay flat but are still of extremely high quality. They also have unique translucent
pages - great for quotes from vows, readings or other text.

* This album has a matching DVD case as an optional
extra– so if you prefer you can choose to substitute
included DVD and presentation case/booklet for this
product. This would take £70 off the total album cost.

COVER OPTIONS
Standard covers in Buckrams, Bengalines, Vinyls or
Silk, embossed with your names
or
Upgrade to micro leather cover

+ £40

Upgrade to classic leather cover

+ £50

Upgrade to contemporary leather cover

+ £65

Upgrade to photo cover

+ £80

View cover colours options and more at
www.queensberry.com/products/flushmount

Queensberry Flushmount Albums
Queensberry are probably the world’s leading album supplier and are manufactured
in Australia. Flushmount albums have thicker board type pages that lay flat, but have
a central gutter that can’t be printed across. They also have unique translucent pages
- great for quotes from vows, readings or other text. Presented in a velvet bag.
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COVER OPTIONS

EXAMPLE COST

Standard covers in Pacific, embossed with your names

10x10 inch, 30 pages, pacific cover

or

Upgrade to 12x12”

+ £40

£250

Upgrade to silk, buckram, vinyl, bengaline or photo

+ £40

Add 2 pages

+ £10

Upgrade to micro leather cover

+ £70

Add translucent page (for text / quotes etc..)

+ £10

Upgrade to classic leather cover

+ £85

Add Mayu case

+ £40

Upgrade to contemporary leather cover
View cover colours options and more at
www.queensberry.com/products/press-books

+ £100

Two 6x6 inch 30 page duplicate parents albums
Price for standard cover - additional charges may apply for cover upgrades

* This album has a matching DVD case as an optional
extra– so if you prefer you can choose to substitute
included DVD and presentation case/booklet for this
product. This would take £70 off the total album cost.

£150

Do It Yourself!
We try to keep our album costs as low as possible because we want
our images to be perfectly preseneted, but obviously you are free
to make your own album from the many suppliers available online.
After some research I have found the best quality of these to be Blurb
Proline (www.blurb.co.uk/proline) and Photobox Premium PhotoBook
(www.photobox.co.uk/shop/photo-books/premium-photobook). As
I mentioned the quality will never be as good as the options above,
however they do have the advantage they are cheaper so you can
usually include more pages and images.

Blurb Proline

If you don’t want to get into designing these yourself we can also
design and supply them for you for an additional charge.
Photobox Premium Photobook

faq
How does the album design process
work?
Come back to us at any time if your
thinking about an album - we’ll hang
to your orginal master files for at least
2 years though obviously album prices
can change over time. Once you’re
ready to go ahead let us know some of
your favourite images, we’ll make sure
they’re included and design a layout
that includes them plus any others we
feel help tell the story and work with the
layout. We then create a design for your

album that suits the pictures and the
story which we send to you for approval.
You can add, remove or swap images
for others for up to 3 rounds of changes,
after which we would have to assess
whether an additional fee was necessary.
How long does it take to make an
album?
The initial design process can take up
to a month, and each round of changes
up to two weeks. Once the design is
approved will take around 4-6 weeks for
the album to be manufactured at our
suppliers.

What’s on the disc or USB?
Your final DVD or USB will include all
of the final images that were taken on
your day (the ones you saw in your
client area), minus any you request are
removed. We include the images in
high resolution for printing, and low
resolution for sharing. These can be
accessed by putting the DVD into any
PC or laptop. We also include a bespoke
slideshow of all the images set to your
choice of music which can be played on
a TV in a standard DVD player or via the
USB port of most TVs. If you don’t want
all of the images in the slideshow then
please let us know in advance.

